
Culling Questions

1)  Do you want an active, achieving marriage or would you prefer a more
     contemplative marriage?  Is this an important issue to you?

2) Do you want to use the strength of your union to challenge difficulties, make
     changes and develop or do you want your marriage to be a refuge from
     difficulties?  Is this an important issue to you?

3) Do you want a marriage with pronounced issues, events  and attitudes or would
     you like a more even featured marriage?  Is this an important issue to you?

4) Would you like to have events come in clusters or bunches, or would you    
     rather have them spread out over time?  Is this an important issue to you?

Range Questions

1) What is the earliest date and the latest date you would consider for a wedding?

2) Are there any exceptions or exclusions such as holidays?

Time Questions

1) What is the earliest hour and the latest hour you would consider for a wedding?

2) Are there any exceptions?

3)  Would you consider two weddings, one true one at the astrologically 
     best time and another at a time convenient for the relatives and friends?



Attitude List One

Please prioritize the following groups of attitudes by rating them from 1 to
12; 1 being the most desirable for your marriage and 12 the most indifferent.

_______ sunshine, loyalty, self-awareness, magnanimity, pride, affection,
  sincerity, indomitability, positivity, enthusiasm, will, self-image

_______ tradition, forethought, ambition, order, seriousness, reservation
	 	 finesse,	humility,	authority,	diplomacy,	respect,dignity,	class,	silence

_______ variety, thoughtfulness, brotherliness, communication, talkativeness,
  trade-offs, versatility, lightness, explanation, negotiating, wittiness 

_______ reserve, questioning, control, will, secrecy, regeneration, intensity,
  subtlety, desire, zeal, industriousness, passion, sternness, mystery

_______	 challenge,	enthusiasm,	constructiveness,	affirmation,	energy,	pride,
  action, freshness, simplicity, courage, verve, directness, new starts

_______ cleanliness, reason, ministration, consideration, introspection, repair,
  clarity, hygiene, precision, helpfulness, thoughtfulness, routine

_______ freedom, innovation, modesty, coolness, modernity, anticipation,
  science, electric, calmness, impartiality, transparency, curiosity

_______ comfort, sentiment, protectiveness, feelingful, brooding, smoothness,
  cleansing, maternal, imaginative, intimacy, personal, domesticity 

_______ expansiveness, principled, happy, light-hearted, credulous, positive,
  idealistic, jovial, aspiring, open-minded, sporty, abstract, proud

_______ stable, loving, thorough, harmonious, responsible, enduring, sweet,
  patient, heavy, composed, endearing, integrity, unswerving, intense

________ compromise,	balance,	beauty,	complementation,	refinement,	tenderness
  equipoise, love, justice, acceptance, responsiveness, accommodation

________ spirituality, mystery, compassion, diffusion, sublime, humble, delicate,
  sensitivity, conciliatory, believing, discerning, inspired, penitent



Attitude List Two

Please prioritize the following groups of attitudes by rating them from 1 to 12; 
1 being the least  undesirable for your marriage and 12 the most undesirable.

_______ tyranny, conceit, arrogance, cruelty, speculativeness, dominance, lazy,
  pride, demanding, theatrical, condescending, vehement, pompous

_______ lethargic, furtive, dreamy, submissiveness, treacherous, intoxicating,
  humiliating, lazy, deceptive, passive, hyper-emotional, fatalistic

_______ vanity,	flirtation,	luxuriance,	ambivalent,	indecisive,	vicariousness,
  fanciful, jealousy, pouty, transfer-ant, coyness, reactive, decadent

_______ stubbornness, acquisitive, stonewalling, defensive, heavy, obsessive,
  resistant, earthy, sensuous, greed, materialistic, momentous, dull

_______ largesse, bombast, exaggeration, haughtiness, manic positivity, laziness,
  pomposity, dissolution, religiosity, speculation, neglect, procrastination

_______ fretfulness, clannishness, introversion, changeability, negative 
  imagination, moodiness, depression, maudlin, timid, excitability 

_______ unconventionality, aloofness, irregularity, experimental, speculation,
  fanatic, arbitrary, amorality, utopian, randomness, anticipation

_______ pettiness, criticism, perfectionism, melodramatic, gossipy, bickering,
  cowardly, fussiness, fragile, neurotic, regimental, literalistic, brittle

_______ angry, cocky, competitive, daring, combative, preemptive, rashness,
  showy, slap dash, proud, urgency, exerted, bold, cruel, vehemence

_______ secrecy, sternness, controlling, salacious, negative, destructive, jealous,
  severe, extreme, demanding, power, suspicion, zealous, threatening

_______ dishonest, detached, vacillating, restlessness, garrulous, changeable,
	 	 repetitious,	superficiality,	cheating,	insouciance,	flippancy

_______ silence,  depression, paternalism, calculating, scheming, fearful, 
  manipulation, worry, expedience, insecurity, grimness, negative, cold



Opportunity List 

Please prioritize the following groups of opportunities by rating them from 1 to
12; 1 being the most desirable for your marriage and 12 the most indifferent.

_______ occupation, illness, process, upkeep, method, correction, hygiene,
  service, repair

_______ friendships, visitors, utopianism, children from previous marriages,
  shared expression, dreams (day)

_______  home life, family ties, subjective (indirect) parenting, nurture, 
  solving personal problems, domesticity

_______ religion, travel, contemplation, value systems, expansion, good works,
  morality, higher education

_______	 income,	possessions,	resources,	basics,	objectification,	purchasing,
  materials, savings, dependents

_______ sharing, vows, complementation, compensation, legal matters, 
  teamwork, recompense, responsiveness

_______	 retreats,	sacrifice,	restraints,	acceptance,	taking	on	past	destiny,
  escapes, restriction, asylum

_______  children, entertainment, education, pastimes, pets, vacations, relaxation,
  festivities, expression, enjoyment

_______ societal activities, honors, prestige, authorities, fame, profession, rank,
  objectives, institutions, direct parenting

_______ communication, in-laws, give-and-take, interchanges, reading, relays,
  practical thinking, debates

_______	 shared	finances,	deaths,	public	moneys,	losses,	transformation,	secrets,
  regeneration, legacy, taxation

_______	 environment,	personal	development,	self-education,	first	appearances,
	 	 immediacies,	first	hand	experience,	external	conditions


